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Reviewer’s report:

Thank you for the article, that describes an interesting tool for analysis of hierarchical data. I agree completely that analyzing large hierarchical data sets is difficult for most users, and that effective visualization tools are needed to identify patterns and dependencies in the data. I understand that the article is about the tool itself, so I will limit my response to the description as such.

1. The article states that "To improve comprehension, new tools are needed to extract the overviews of such data sets" and that "the functionality of VIADS cannot be achieved by any single tool. Is this entirely accurate? The tool uses quite generic algorithms that seems to apply to any hierarchy. I suspect you might find very similar functionality in generic analysis packages, even as a library in R or a module in Mathlab, SAS or other comprehensive analysis packages? You do compare VIADS to two software tools, but they are quite specialized, and do not have the same capabilities as VIADS, as you demonstrate quite nicely. I miss a similar comparison to generic analysis packages (where the hierarchical terminology would be uploaded with the data) as well.

2. The VIADS seems to aim at being a tool for the clinician or manager of clinical departments. Still, the user has to extract and aggregate the data before uploading it to the web tool. This makes the tool less useful - it would be much easier to have it integrated in the EMR or population health management system, extracting the data directly from the medical records. Also, do the big EMR vendors like Cerner, Intersystems or Epic have the ability to traverse, filter and aggregate hierarchical data already? If so, the article should state that. If not, the authors would have demonstrated the usefulness of the tool even better, by describing that weakness of the big EMR suites.

3. The system uses several different libraries and programming languages to achieve its goal. I think the discussion might mention the challenge of version control of the modules in further development or local implementation.

4. In the description of the system, it would have been nice to see a few examples or scenarios, i.e. insights that the user might achieve by analyzing hierarchically, not just using the separate codes.

Otherwise, the article is nicely structured, the language is clear and the figures and tables makes it easy for the reader to understand how the system works. I like that.
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